2030 Census: Provide Feedback

Planning for the 2030 Census is already underway and we are listening to diverse voices - like yours. For the first time, the public can formally give input on planning and designing the next census.

The Census Bureau is looking for recommendations on:

- **Reaching and Motivating Everyone to Respond** —especially historically undercounted populations
- **Technology**
- **New Data Sources**
- **Contacting the Public**
- **Providing Public Support**

Each census takes years of planning and preparation. It’s critical that everyone's ideas are heard now as we lay the groundwork for the 2030 Census.

Visit [census.gov/2030census](http://census.gov/2030census) to find out how to share your ideas. The 90-day response window closes on **November 15, 2022**.

Your input will help design a better 2030 Census!